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when the display renders the quad, it first clears the entire screen, or the
display buffer. the display clears the screen by drawing a solid color to each
pixel cell in the screen. the display then draws the quad on the screen. when
the display draws the quad, it first uses a color that is halfway between the
two colors that are displayed in each pixel cell. it then draws the left and
right sides of the quad on the screen. finally, it draws the top and bottom
sides of the quad on the screen. this process is illustrated in the following
illustration. that code simply determines the color of the pixel at (x, y) and

returns it to the pixel shader. when the pixel shader is called, it is passed the
two texture coordinates at each pixel. the first texture coordinate is used to

sample a value from the texture at the location at the second texture
coordinate. this means that the shader is asking the texture sampler for the

filtered texture color at the exact location of the pixel, as detailed in the
following illustration. the color returned from the shader is used to fill the
pixel cell. this is called fragment processing. fragment processing always

happens on the cpu. as such, you can only write code that is executed on the
cpu in your shader code. that means you can only write code that reads from

or writes to variables that are defined in global variables. the following
illustration shows how the gpu is used to rasterize and texturize the quad.
the preceding illustration shows the quad, the screen, and the locations on
the screen that are drawn each time the display is rasterized and textured.

in the following figure, the blue pixels are covered by the quad. the first time
the shader is called, the color is (0, 0, 0, 1). the second time the shader is

called, the color is (1, 0, 0, 1). the third time the shader is called, the color is
(1, 1, 0, 1). the fourth time the shader is called, the color is (0, 1, 0, 1).
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The first step in modeling a pixel is to identify what its center is. In the case
of the preceding diagram, its pixel center is at the (0, 0). It will then be

subdivided to a maximum of 16×16 squares. Its radius is 3 units. Its color is
red. In this DirectX 12 tutorial, you learn what a vertex buffer is and how it
can be used to store vertices, along with their associated attributes. Youll

also learn how you can access individual vertices and attributes of the stored
data and use that information to draw graphics primitives. Youll also learn

how to use parameters to customize the shader, and how to sample a
texture from a D3D texture. Create a simple shader that uses a vertex buffer
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to load in vertices that represent a rectangle. Then, modify the shader to
draw some primitives from these vertices. The shader sample rate must be
1, so the vertex buffer holds a single vertex. Graphics rendering APIs are

important if you want to make advanced use of the GPU to create modern
high-performance graphics content. When you render to and store in a

graphics API, you create an image or texture that contains a two-dimensional
array of color values. Play with our 2D and 3D graphics apps to design

content and polish your skills with powerful graphics and animation tools.
With these easy-to-use tools, you can easily create and optimize content for
a variety of Windows and Xbox games. You can use any of the following apps

to design content for Windows and Xbox: 5ec8ef588b
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